[Computer assisted pelvic and acetabular surgery. Clinical experiences and indications].
CT based navigation has been used in spine surgery since 1994. Several clinical studies could show an increase in precision compared to the conventional technique and thus nowadays the navigated pedicle screw placement is a routine procedure in many hospitals. Based upon the experience in spine surgery the CT based navigation module was used for percutaneous screw fixations in minimally displaced pelvic ring and acetabular fractures. After preclinical experimental trials the C-arm navigation was used for 19 screw fixations. The postoperative control of the screw position was performed with postop. X-ray and CT. Overall 23 of the 24 screws were placed correctly. In one SI screw the postoperative CT could reveal a ventral cortex perforation of the sacrum without any clinical symptoms. Based upon this limited clinical experience we see the indication for CT based navigation in minimally displaced acetabular fractures or in SI screw fixations in case of sacral dysplasia. The C-arm based navigation with adequate image quality is our method of choice for SI screw fixation in traumatic or degenerative instabilities, especially if reduction maneuvers are necessary.